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About This Game

A giant comet breaks up and showers Earth with meteorites of different sizes. As a members of Earth's Meteorite Defense
Command it is your job to guard your district from being annihilated by the massive rocks and other threats. Are you up to the

task?
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Arcfall reminds me of Old School Runescape when it was first popular. Looking for a grindy game to spend days/hours on?
This is the one. Fairly buggy since it is Alpha testing phase, but it has weekly updates and bug fixes. The developers for the
game interact with the community and try to give them the best player experience. Really enjoy it so far.. Fantastic, but short
lived space dog fighting game. Bought a copy to play over the holiday break and thus far have been pleasantly surprised by such
a quaint game. While I'm personally a bit bumbly with mechanics in general I found this game to be equal parts fun, frusting and
puzzling. The artwork is very cute, the pixel work is modest and the palette is nice - the music is remeniscent of my game boy
colour games a touch. My feelings towards the game in short would be "modern nostalgia"

I ended up buying a copy for my partner, and though I'm only a few hours in I've been enjoying it immensely!

Well done :). took me a little while to figure it out, but it wasn't too hard. Honestly, not a bad game! definitely not my go to, but
worth it once it was on sale. Graphics are very old school, even when boosted to ultra. but that is intentional. it's supposed to
play like a doom\/half life type of game, and it did well on that!. Trip down the memory lane. Graphics remained almost
identical but they added network capabilities that actually work. Next weekend im going to grind it some more with friends. All
in all if you like beatem ups and are above 25 years old a must buy. Good job capcom
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Turn based game is really broken. Tutorials are crap.. this is a must for any hitman blood money / contracts fan !

this game is fun to play , it require thinking and stealth , most of the levels are beutiful
it seems to use the same game engine that hitman use.

get it along with the first game (death to spies). BEST GAME LOVE LOVE. Considering gold is worth about $40,000 per kilo,
this gold armour is a steal!. An easy YES! Buy this game!

I'd like to acknowledge the artist that made the first Risk of Rain game infinitely memorable: 
https:\/\/chrischristodoulou.bandcamp.com\/

Check this guy out, his work is incredible. Personally the first ROR game would not have resonated with me without the sound
he provided. ROR 2 expands on those sounds and I'm assuming he's behind all that!

I have 40 ish hrs in Risk of Rain 1, it was my first real "Rogue Lite \/ Like" whatever you want to call it.
Before that experience I was caught up in AAA shooters & things you'd buy just to see if your system can handle the frames;
games you'd check your system specs for etc.

Enter ROR 1

If you're a fan of endless challenge and permadeath BUY THIS GAME. If you're a fan of endless challenge and permadeath &
you can SUFFER WITH YOUR FRIENDS BUY THIS GAME. The multiplayer is 100% on point!

ROR 1 was the first game to knock me out of the AAA mindset. It introduced me to the idea of extreme challenge, replayability
& permadeath. I had become bored with the common 'hero always wins' checkpoint formula of gaming.

Early on I found myself frustrated with ROR 1 because I simply couldn't understand why any dev team would make a game so
punishingly difficult to play. I got salty when I lost yet felt compelled to continue, I wanted to do better, over and over and over
again.

It was the first time a game looked me dead in the eye and said 'f**k you' for even trying, maybe you'll do better next time.'
And so I did, again and again and again and again. I came to realize I don't really enjoy these AAA games where the hero always
wins, games where everything is spelled out for you via checkpoints on rails, games that wow you with amazing graphics while
skimping on core gameplay principles.

ROR 2 doesn't make sense; they took a 2D side scroller and made it 3D. I'm no dev, just a gamer, but it sounds like a trash idea
on paper.

WRONG.

Hopoo games have done the math. They've successfully recreated their original effort into an absolutely fantastic 3rd person
shooter that masterfully encapsulates all elements of their debut effort. I want to be clear; you don't need to play the first ROR
title to enjoy ROR 2!

I can't say enough good things about this team. Check out DeadBolt, The music is incredible.

Speaking of:

They have a great DevBlog I'll list below with clear goals defining what they're doing next.

Best wishes to the devs and audio master.
. Very repetitive and ultimately just not a fun experience.. surprisingly fun - something you can play while you have your lunch
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